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UK: SOLID END TO FIRST QUARTER 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

Mar Industrial prod., 

mom, 

Manufacturing, 

mom, 

Trade balance, 

£mns 

Construction 

output, mom 

Actual 0.1% 0.5% -1284 -1.0% 

Previous 0.8% 1.0% -1713 -2.0% 

Consensus -0.2% 0.3% -2000 0.6% 

Berenberg -0.2% 0.5% -2200 0.5% 

 

The UK is heading for another strong quarter of growth and the recovery is broadening. Today’s data were mixed but on 

balance still pointing to solid recovery. The headlines from the clutch of releases were strong manufacturing seeing initial 

benefits from the gradual Eurozone recovery, volatile oil extraction that should bounceback and construction oddly weak. 

On balance, the data are consistent with GDP growth matching or beating Q1’s 0.8% qoq reading in the second quarter. 

The fall in construction could be taken as a worrying sign but the data are far too volatile for that. The same holds for oil 

extraction. The underlying pace of manufacturing growth seems to be stepping up and construction should bounceback 

from the weather disruptions during the first quarter. 

 

Manufacturing output rose 0.5% mom in March, after expanding 1.0%mom in February, beating consensus expectations. 

That leaves manufacturing output in March 0.7% above the Q1 average. Industrial production was held back by a sharp fall 

in oil extraction. North Sea oil output is in structural decline, but not at the 5% mom registered in March. The next couple 

of months should see a bounce back up. 

 

Manufacturing is increasingly being helped by economic improvements overseas. The recent exchange rate appreciation is 

having little noticeable effect, with the trade deficit improving to £1.2bn in March. Sterling has risen considerably over the 

past year, but it remains competitive. It is still well below the pre-crisis levels and very low in real terms. Anyway, what hap-

pens to demand overseas is vastly more important to exports than the exchange rate, and UK firms are now starting to 

benefit from improvements in the Eurozone. The volume of exports, excluding oil and erratics, rose 0.7% in the three 

months to March, while imports fell 0.2%. Real exports to the EU were 1.8% higher in the three months to March than a 

year earlier, while exports to non-EU countries were up 3.3%. 

 

Construction output fell on the month as infrastructure, public sector, and private commercial work fell. But the better 

weather should lead to a construction bounceback in the second quarter, while strong housebuilding should drive improving 

construction through 2014. Splitting housing from other new work, the former has risen 56.8% since Q2 2009 while the 

latter has fallen 4.9% and is little changed since mid-2012. With the housing market booming, we expect housebuilding to 

keep rising rapidly. 
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